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Case Study in Brick:
Columbia State
Community College
Williamson Campus

Architects reinterpreted historic brick buildings nearby in
cleanly detailed modern forms that read abstractly from a
distance and reflect the warm, tactile feel of brick up close.
The materials and textures of these first three buildings set
the tone for build-out of the college campus over time.
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Bauer Askew Architecture designed these three
initial buildings as the heart of a ten-building
master plan for an engaging new campus to
create a renewed identity for this community
college. Its Tennessee hillside site on an
abandoned phosphorus mine created design
and construction challenges that were turned to
advantage with three multilevel brick buildings
that foster student interaction and academic
collaboration. Distinctive clay brick gives the
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Pilaster/Endwall Detail

college an instantly perceived educational
purpose and serves as the visual fabric of
the campus. Exterior walls of classrooms and
common areas continually frame appealing
brick elevations across a central courtyard.
Clay brick conveys a comforting impression
of strength and permanence in architectural
forms that express a mission to equip
students to continue at a university or begin
a specialized career immediately.

Exterior brick rhythm continues inside.

“This is a campus of Tennessee’s first
school bus. Ultimately, we designed a
community college, and Franklin’s
campus carved out of the hillside, with
red-brick and limestone architecture
an arrangement that creates visual
dates to before the Civil War. Our
connections from one building to
challenge from the client was to
another. We continued to blur the lines
show an appreciation for that history
between exterior and interior spaces by
but look forward, and elevate the
bringing the brick inside as a finish in
collegiate experience on a campus that the administration building. Brick has a
encourages student engagement and
pleasing tactile quality that feels warm,
collaboration. We took the one building but with a true permanence inherent in
envisioned by the State, and broke it
the material. We used the same rhythm
into three, creating a unifying image
of the exterior fenestration for interior
through materiality with Acme Brick’s
openings to divide spaces and create
Peabody blend and a gray Indiana
opportunities for additional design
limestone. The design theme looks
elements.
back with gabled roofs and timeless
		 We looked at historical precedents
materials, and toward the future with
in Franklin and also at Vanderbilt
clean lines and simplicity in detailing.
University nearby, but reinterpreted
		 We used materials that have been
them in a modern way. With spare
around for hundreds of years – and will details, the brick reads as a slab
be around for hundreds more – but
from a distance, contrasting with
used them in a contemporary, modern
monolithic limestone in color, and then
way. The site presented a twofold
in its modular texture when closer.
challenge: the side of a hill is hard
These relationships set the tone for
for accessibility; and its phosphatemateriality, rhythm, and topology on
mining history meant large sinkholes,
the site, as the first phase of a tenand even a ravine with an abandoned
building master plan. We are designing
a fourth building now, taking the first
three as a base and reinterpreting the
palette to allow other buildings to be
unique as time moves on. Our vision
is that the brick and limestone palette
be used and reimagined each time,
regardless of the architect.”
--JC Elder LEED AP BD+C,
Architect Associate
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Abstracted brick pilasters and portico blend
historical architecture of the region with a
modern vision for higher education.
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Creating a sense of place through visibility across campus
from classrooms and study spaces was central to the design.
Architects used repetition in brick to provide a sense of the
whole college, and variations in detailing as identifying cues.
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Transparency creates a constant visual
connection across campus with the
college’s brick motif signature.
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Austere details along roof lines frame
simple geometric shapes made rich by
the warm texture of brick.
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Primary among goals for Columbia State
was creating a dynamic and vital image
for community college as a partnership
among education, business, government,
and the community to prepare students
for their goals in academics and careers.
Clay brick was central to the new image,
combining the tradition inherent in
masonry campuses for centuries with
the flexibility to design open and
individualized buildings that fit their uses
and contribute to a greater unified campus
identity. Brick will continue to keep that

image cohesive across future buildings
of varied forms that will increase capacity
from 2,200 students today to 6,000 on
completion. Brick satisfied the college’s
goal of student and faculty collaboration
by allowing for spaces that flow naturally
from outdoor courtyard to interior
commons and classrooms. The human
scale of brick served well inside and out to
create a sense of enclosure, yet encourage
spontaneity in learning opportunities.
Brick met the goal of echoing the history
of the region while delivering the

optimism about its future opportunities,
as a traditional material used in exciting
new forms in a project that earned LEED
Gold distinction.
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Windows elegantly framed in brick
take on heroic proportions crisply
contained and detailed.
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Versatile clay brick met the project’s
functional requirements to house a
variety of functions—classrooms, library,
administration, student services, a study

commons, faculty offices, and intimate
study spaces—on a tricky hillside site, by
allowing for three multilevel buildings
with extensive fenestration, rather than
a single, closed structure. Brick allowed
steeply parapeted gable roof forms,
establishing a design theme that will
guide the campus’s buildout. This theme
also enables the generous arrangement
of buildings across the site, to create
functional outdoor communal spaces
and circulation. Contrasting brick with
limestone accents and large expanses of

glazing, architects created rhythms of
punched window openings to engage
and inspire students. Brick was key
to meeting a demanding $32 million
construction budget accountable in
large part to state voters, but also ten
percent to the community college itself.
By standardizing on a single brick as
the core design element, architects
anchored the essential requirement of
an organizing material that will serve
any conceivable future design program
on the 36-acre campus.

Not surprisingly, a complex of buildings
designed around transparency between
exterior and interior come alive after
dusk. Brick carries through as the
greatest unifying visual element.

Rion Rizzo, Creative Sources Photography, Atlanta
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